
 
 

 
 

DIGITAL MIXING RESHAPED 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

For bands, houses of worship, live venues and project studios,  
Qu-32 is the compact console that delivers the full benefits of 

digital mixing.  
 

Qu-32 is the only mixer in its class to excel in all areas by offering 
a 7” touchscreen, motor faders, recallable preamps, multi-track 

recording to USB and comprehensive control and interfacing while 
benefitting from Allen & Heath’s established pedigree and  

audio excellence. 
 



THE KEY BENFITS OF QU-32 

 
7” Colour Touchscreen 
The biggest touchscreen of any mixer in its class, married to an acclaimed user interface that’s super-fast to learn and simple to use. Navigation by touch 
makes all the difference in speed of operation. 
 
Total Recall 
With high quality ALPS motorised faders and our pristine AnalogiQ recallable preamps, Qu-32 makes it easy to save and recall that perfect mix song by song, 
time and again.  
 
Multitrack Recording to USB 
Capturing multi-track recordings of your show has never been so easy. Qu-32’s onboard Qu-Drive USB recorder lets you record and playback straight to / 
from a USB drive – no soundcard drivers, no software setup, no hassle. 
 
One Channel / One Fader  
Qu-32’s 32 mic inputs are presented on 32 faders for fast, easy control, making this the perfect mixer for first time converts from analogue to digital and 
those not comfortable working with layers of inputs. 
 
Remote Audio 
Qu-32 is a self-contained mixer with all the I/O on the back – but the dSNAKE port also gives the option of dropping the bulky analogue multicore and 
connecting to a family of remote AudioRacks over a Cat5 digital snake.  
 
Control 
The Ethernet port allows connection to external devices such as an iPad running the Qu-Pad app for remote control. The USB interface allows streaming of 
all channels to and from a DAW and the configurable Midi control functions allow easy control of the DAW faders too. 
 
Allen & Heath Pedigree 
The renowned iLive FX and signal processing blocks ensure you get class leading sonic performance and control over your audio. 
 
Unique Airflow Design 
The distinctive Qu profile is designed for optimal airflow through the mixer, eliminating the need for internal fans. As a result Qu-32 does not generate 
distracting fan noise, and the absence of fan intakes means that dust is not sucked into the mixer, helping to prolong its operating life.  



WHY QU-32 BEATS THE PRESONUS STUDIOLIVE 32.4.2.AI 

  
 
Recallable preamp / gain 
Qu-32 preamps are digitally controlled and their settings are stored / recalled with Scenes. StudioLive preamps are controlled by analogue pots so there is no way to save / 
recall settings.  
 
Motorised faders 
Qu-32 features 33 motorised ALPS faders for total recall of settings. At any scene change, the faders on the StudioLive have to be manually adjusted to match the stored 
levels! 
 
Touch Screen 
Qu-32’s full colour 7” touchscreen is a key element of its elegant, intuitive user interface. The StudioLive does not have a touchscreen! 
 
Qu-Drive direct multitrack recording on USB drive 
Easy, PC-free multitrack recording & playback to / from USB storage devices. The Presonus has no equivalent feature. 
 
Well connected 
All 24 mix masters have XLR outputs. A patchable AES digital out is also provided. StudioLive has just 3 XLR outputs - the rest are on 1/4” TRS jacks. 
 
Remote audio 
Built-in dSNAKE port for remote audio with a selection of AR AudioRacks in 6+ combinations. The StudioLive has no remote audio capability! 
 
More power + control 
Qu-32 simply has far more power and functionality than the Presonus— more processing inputs, more mix outputs, DCA Groups, FX returns on faders, a custom user layer, 
10 user defined SoftKeys, the list goes on! 
 
It’s an Allen & Heath 
Qu-32 is a direct descendant of the GLD and iLive digital mixing systems, and features the iLive series’ highly acclaimed suite of FX emulations and dynamics. Presonus has 
no pedigree in professional mixing systems. 
 
Unique Airflow Design 
The distinctive Qu profile is designed for optimal airflow through the mixer, eliminating the need for internal fans. As a result Qu-32 does not generate distracting fan 
noise, and the absence of fan intakes means that dust is not sucked into the mixer, helping to prolong its operating life. Presonus employs conventional fans on StudioLive. 

 



WHY QU-32 BEATS THE BEHRINGER X32 
  
 
One fader per mic input 
Qu-32 provides 1 fader per microphone input, a key requirement in markets and applications where operators come from an analogue background or lack the confidence / 
knowledge to navigate banks and layers. The X32 Input channels are arranged across multiple layers. 
 
Touch Screen 
Qu-32’s large 7” touchscreen makes it super-easy to use. The X32 screen is not a touchscreen so navigating to settings is more awkward! 
 
Qu-Drive direct multitrack recording on USB drive 
Easy, PC-free multitrack recording & playback to / from USB storage devices. Behringer originally promised a similar feature for the X32, but this has not yet materialised. 
 
Well connected 
All 24 of Qu-32’s mix masters are presented to XLR outputs. The X32 has only 16 outputs on XLRs. Optional rack boxes are needed to take full advantage of its processing 
capability. 
  
It’s an Allen & Heath 
Qu-32 is a direct descendant of the GLD and iLive digital mixing systems, and features the iLive series’ highly acclaimed suite of FX emulations and dynamics. It has the 
backup of a company which specialises in mixing and supporting customers with software updates and local distribution. The X32 is a Behringer.  
 
Workflow 
The interaction between the SuperStrip controls and the elegance of the touchscreen interface make the Qu supremely easy to drive. With no touchscreen and a much less 
familiar control layout, many users find X32 a challenge to set up and operate. For example in the channel EQ section, the X32 has just 3 rotary controls, with buttons to 
select between the EQ bands. Qu-32 presents 12 physical rotary controls for the EQ, so all parameters are accessible at once, plus there is the option to adjust the EQ curve 
on the touchscreen.   
 
Custom Layer 
Any configuration of inputs, outputs, DCA Groups, FX returns, MIDI faders and more can be assigned to Qu-32’s custom layer. This is ideal for the experienced user wishing 
to create their perfect setup and a great asset in installations and houses of worship where the novice operator can be given access to only those tools they really need in a 
single, locked layer. The X32 has no custom layer. 
 
Unique Airflow Design 
The distinctive Qu profile is designed for optimal airflow through the mixer, eliminating the need for internal fans. As a result Qu-32 does not generate distracting fan 
noise, and the absence of fan intakes means that dust is not sucked into the mixer, helping to prolong its operating life. The X32 uses a conventional fan. 



WHY QU-32 BEATS THE SOUNDCRAFT Si EXPRESSION 3 
  
 
One fader per mic input 
Qu-32 provides 1 fader per microphone input, a key requirement in markets and applications where operators come from an analogue background or lack the experience / 
knowledge to navigate banks and layers. The Si Expression’s inputs are spread across multiple layers. 
 
Touch Screen 
Qu-32’s large 7” touchscreen makes it super-easy to use and provides full access to all processing, routing and setup functions. The Si Expression touchscreen is much 
smaller at 4” and is only used for FX parameters and setup. 
 
Qu-Drive direct multitrack recording on USB drive 
Easy, PC-free multitrack recording & playback to / from USB storage devices. The Si has no comparable feature. 
 
Well connected 
All 24 mix masters are presented to XLR outputs. The Si Expression has only 16 outputs on XLRs. Costly optional rack boxes are needed to take full advantage of its 
processing capability. 
 
Remote audio 
Qu-32 has a built-in dSNAKE port for remote audio with a selection of AR AudioRacks in 6+ combinations. The Si Expression requires optional expansion cards for remote 
audio. 
 
More control 
Qu-32 features DCA Groups, a custom user layer, and 10 user defined SoftKeys.  The Si Expression 3 lacks all of these tools. 
 
Hardware personal monitoring solution 
Qu-32 is compatible with the 40ch A&H ME personal mixing system and does not require an optional expansion card for ME-1 connection. The Si Expression is compatible 
with the 16ch dBX PMC-16 only through an optional expansion card. 
 
Unique Airflow Design 
The distinctive Qu profile is designed for optimal airflow through the mixer, eliminating the need for internal fans. As a result Qu-32 does not generate distracting fan 
noise, and the absence of fan intakes means that dust is not sucked into the mixer, helping to prolong its operating life. Soundcraft employs conventional fans on the SI. 
 
  
 



WHY QU EXCELS IN HOUSES OF WORSHIP AND INSTALLATIONS 
 
 
 
Ease of Use 
Qu is ideal for novice operators, thanks to its full colour 7” Touchscreen, intuitive user interface and 1 fader / 1 mic input layout.  
 
User Permissions 
User Permissions allow lockdown of advanced functions and prevent access to critical channels or scenes. 
 
Custom Layer 
A tailored set of channels and masters can be presented on the Custom Layer, so the operator only sees the controls they really need.  
 
AMX / Crestron Ready 
TCP/IP protocol is available for remote control from third party devices such as Crestron and AMX. 
 
Hassle Free Multi-track Recording 
No computer or specialist expertise is required to capture pristine multi-track recordings with the built-in Qu-Drive USB recorder. 
  
Remote Audio 
The dSNAKE port lets the user put the I/O on the stage by connecting to remote AudioRacks over Cat5, replacing bulky and expensive multicore copper 
cables. 
 
 

 

 
 
 



WHY QU EXCELS IN LIVE SOUND 

 
 
Capture the Performance 
Qu-Drive multitrack recording makes it super-easy to capture a performance and enables virtual soundcheck applications. 
 
Ease of Use 
The Qu interface is easy and intuitive for novices and analogue veterans alike, thanks to its 7” colour touchscreen, hands-on SuperStrip and 1 fader / 1 mic 
input layout. 
 
Remote Audio 
The dSNAKE port lets the user put the I/O on the stage by connecting to remote AudioRacks over Cat5, replacing bulky and expensive multicore copper 
cables. 
 
Mix on the Move 
The Qu-Pad app frees the engineer to adjust monitors onstage, roam around the venue whilst tweaking the PA, then mix the show from the heart of the 
audience.  
 
Pro Grade FX 
Qu features an acclaimed library of stunning FX taken direct from the iLive pro touring series, including classic reverbs, gated reverbs, delays and 
modulators.  
 
Personal Monitoring 
Qu is compatible with the Allen & Heath ME-1 personal mixer – giving the performer 40ch personal monitoring on stage without wasting precious mixer 
busses and taking pressure off the busy engineer. 

 

 
 
 



WHY QU EXCELS IN THE STUDIO 
 
 
32X32 USB Interface 
Qu-32’s built-in 32x32 USB interface is Windows compatible and Core Audio compliant on Mac. 
 
DAW Control 
Qu has MIDI tunnelling over USB connection for DAW control, plus DAW Control driver on Mac OS X for HUI / Mackie Control emulation. 
 
Transport Control 
Qu-32 provides convenient MMC Transport control on the touchscreen and assignable softkeys. 
 
Personal Foldback Mixing 
Qu is compatible with the Allen & Heath ME-1 personal mixer, which is perfect for personal foldback cues to the recording room. 
 
Output Patching to Match Workflow 
Flexible USB output patching and global recording point means Qu can adapt to different studio workflows, recording either the dry (pre-processing) sound 
or channel direct out. 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


